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Abstract
The global financial crisis of 2008 and 2009 has called into question the fiscal sustainability and
solvency of several US state governments. As more of these states approach insolvency,
discussion of a federal bailout has increased. As a result, we develop and use a model that
accurately forecasts sovereign credit ratings and apply it to the fifty states to determine a stand
alone credit rating and spread. Using this stand alone spread, we are able to calculate the
approximate subsidy being given to each US state by the federal government (in the form of
cheaper credit) and apply the subsidy to US debt to get a sense of the true costs of these
subsidies.
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1. Introduction
In the wake of the global financial crisis, US state and local governments’ ability to
honors their debt obligations has been called into question. Some, notably California, Illinois,
New York and Michigan, have been compared to the debt-ravaged euro-zone countries of Greece
and Portugal.2 Despite increased negative press and attention on the deteriorating financial
situation of US states, Moody’s and S&P continue to rate all states at investment grade, and the
market continues to value their debt at a level commiserate with their ratings. With the notable
exception of California and Illinois, all states maintain at least a AA-ratings from S&P and
continue to enjoy considerably low borrowing costs.
While determining the ability of a US state government to repay its debt obligations is no
easy task, the fact that these states continue to enjoy borrowing costs at low rates raises the
specter of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac. In 2001, the CBO estimated that the subsidy provided
to Fannie and Freddie as a result of their “special” status (as Government Sponsored Entities)
was 41 basis points. Despite the fact that there was no explicit guarantee from the federal
government on the debt issued by these two GSEs, the market continued to price Fannie and
Freddie’s debt below other AAA-rated corporations due to the implied federal guarantee.3
Ultimately, the market was correct in assuming a federal guarantee and the federal government
bailed-out these two GSEs.4
The US states are in a similar predicament. The recent financial crisis has placed
tremendous downward pressure on state revenues in addition to increased pension plan
underfunding due to decreased asset values. Further, going forward, states will likely be forced
2
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to become less reliant on the federal government for transfer payments as politicians focus on
deficit reduction. Recently, the GAO predicted that the states will face a $9.9 trillion “fiscal
gap” between 2009 and 2058 (roughly 70% of current GDP). This fiscal gap results from a
perfect storm of the loss of stimulus money, expiring tax increases, elimination of one-time
revenue sources (such as securitization of future expected revenues), and increased reliance on
the state as the population continues to age.5 Despite these pressures, all states continue to enjoy
the same borrowing privileges as Fannie and Freddie prior to government intervention.
This paper examines this phenomenon and attempts to put a value on the federal subsidy
to the states. This value has obvious and important implications for the federal government.
While not accounted for in either its on balance sheet or off-balance sheet liabilities, the subsidy
represents the approximate present value of state liabilities the federal government is currently
implicitly guaranteeing. Similar to what occurred during the global financial crisis with Freddie
and Fannie, the federal government, despite previous statements to the contrary, could not
stomach letting these institutions fail. Should the same occur with US state government debt, the
federal government will be liable for the debt on state balance sheets.
In order to value this subsidy, this paper will first determine what the appropriate credit
rating for each state would be in the absence of a guarantee and use these ratings as a proxy for
what the state’s stand alone credit spread should be. We do this by developing a model for
sovereign credit ratings and applying it to each US state. We find that every state, with the
exception of California, is currently over-rated and receiving some subsidy from the US
Government. While no state receives stand-alone credit ratings below investment grade, three
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states (Connecticut, Delaware, and Illinois) do receive BBB+ ratings, the lowest investment
grade rating group available.
Using the difference between the stand alone credit spread calculated based on the model
and the ‘real’ spread the states are currently borrowing at, we calculate the subsidy that was
given to each state over the past four years (2007, 2008, 2009, and 2010) on debt issued in those
years. We use three different methods to determine that the subsidy ranges from $717 million to
$74 billion depending on the methodology employed. Finally, we add this to the US Federal
debt in order to determine what the true impact of this credit subsidy when the present value of
these implied guarantees are properly accounted for.
This paper proceeds with the following sections. Section 2 discusses the method for
determining the stand alone credit ratings of each of the US states. Section 3 discusses the data
used. Section 4 presents the results of the model presented in section two. Section 5 discusses
the three methods for valuing the subsidy. Section 6 applies each method and reports the results.
Finally, section 7 concludes.
2. Credit Rating Methodology
There has been relatively little work on explaining the determinants of US state credit
ratings. However, there has been quite a bit of work on modeling sovereign credit ratings using
observable macroeconomic data in recent years in addition to some work on determining
subsovereign credit ratings for non-US subsovereigns, again using observable macroeconomic
data.
Most models of sovereign credit ratings use Moody’s, S&P or an average of the two as
their dependent variable. Ratha, De, and Mohapatra (2007) provide a summary of previous
models of determinants of sovereign credit ratings. Across eight studies sampled by Ratha et al,

all use macro-level data on the sovereign countries in determining their ratings. Most popular
and significant in the models over the studies were GDP per capita, GDP Growth, inflation, and
various debt ratios.6 Furthering the support for these sovereign findings at the sub-sovereign
level, Gaillard (2009) shows that GDP per capita and direct debt to operating revenue, along with
sovereign default history, explains over 80% of the variation in non-US subsovereign credit
ratings.7
The purpose of developing our model for the determinants of sovereign credit ratings is
to apply said model to the US states. As such, we will be assuming that US states and their
respective stand alone ratings act similarly to sovereign ratings. Given the size and operation of
most US states, this assumption is reasonable; however, the key exception is the lack of
monetary policy control that states have. As such, developing a model of sovereign credit
ratings will only include factors that can be equivalently found for the states. While this
somewhat restricts the number of variables within our model and the potential explanatory power
of said model, the results below are robust enough that the exclusion of monetary policy
variables is not a significant concern. Further, previous analysis has excluded these same
monetary policy variables and discovered robust results (Cantor and Packer, 1996). Therefore,
while excluding these variables restricts the explanatory power of the model, it is not without
precedent.
While excluding monetary policy variables, there are still innumerable factors that
contribute to the credit quality of a sovereign. In order to capture the most appropriate ones that
can be scaled to a subsovereign, we consider the results of previous studies surveyed by Ratha et
al in addition to the consideration S&P gives to various factors when determining a sovereign’s
6
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credit rating. This method has been followed by most of the literature and found to be highly
successful in producing results that explain a large percentage of the variation in credit ratings
(Cantor and Packer, 1996). S&P breaks down their framework for rating sovereigns into nine
broad categories of risks. These risk factors measure both qualitative and quantitative risks
associated with sovereign debt securities.
Further, S&P rates most sovereign’s foreign-currency and domestic-currency debt
separately. The key distinction between the two, normally, is their denomination in foreign
currency (US Dollars, Euros, or Yen) versus domestic currency. With no known exceptions,
foreign currency is always rated lower or at the same level as domestic currency debt. While
monetary flexibility allows countries to print money in order to pay off its domestic currency
debt, foreign currency debt forces states to go into the market and purchase currency. According
to S&P, “this [purchasing foreign exchange in the currency markets] can be a binding constraint,
as reflected in the much higher frequency of sovereign foreign than local currency debt
defaults.”8 As a result, our model only considers these foreign currency debt ratings.
Additionally, the credit ratings of S&P need to be transformed in order to make them
appropriate variables for use in a regression model. Past practice in sovereign credit rating
models transforms each rating into an ordinal numeric variable with an equal interval between
each credit rating. Despite the fact that there is significant differences between some credit
ratings that are only one notch away (most notably the difference between Investment Grade,
BBB-, and non-Investment Grade, BB+), our model conforms to the previous adopted standards
of Cantor and Packer (1996), Ferri, Lui and Stigliz (1999), and numerous others. The
transformation methodology adopted here changes AAA into a 1, AA+ into a 2, and so on.9
8
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Table 1: S&P Sovereign Ratings Framework
Risk Factor
Political Risk

Economic Growth Prospects

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fiscal Flexibility

•

Income and Economic Structure

General Government Debt Burden

Offshore and contingent liabilities
Monetary Flexibility

External Liquidity
External Debt Burden

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Examples
Stability of political institutions
Enforcement of contracts
Public security
Income inequality
Labor flexibility
Competitiveness of private sector
Predicted/expected rate of
economic growth
Central government revenue,
expenses and surplus/deficit trends
Ability to raise revenue
Expense flexibility
Central government debt to GDP
Amount of revenue devoted to
paying interest on debt
Public pension plans
Entitlement programs
Price behavior
Inflationary pressures
Effectiveness of monetary policy
and monetary institutions
Structure of the current account
Reserve adequacy
Maturity profile of debt
Debt service burden

Using S&P’s risk framework for sovereigns (see Table 1) in conjunction with previous
research on the topic of modeling sovereign credit ratings based on determinants of sovereign
credit risk, we establish quantitative proxies for each of S&P’s risk factors. We exclude political
risk and monetary flexibility from these quantitative proxies. Political risk is excluded due to the
fact that political risk is difficult to quantify and US states exhibit similar political factors
compared to sovereign governments (that is, public security or political institutions, though they
vary across the US, have relatively little variation when compared to sovereign governments
across the world.) Monetary flexibility is excluded based on the non-existent monetary
flexibility among the US states. Further, while monetary flexibility is an important factor in

local currency debt, the monetary flexibility of a sovereign should have relatively little impact on
foreign exchange markets and the ability of said sovereign to pay off foreign currency debt.
With the seven remaining risk factors, we develop quantitative proxies for each. The proxy
variables can be found in Table 2 and their applicability is discussed below.

Table 2: Model Variables Based on S&P Sovereign Risk Factors
Risk Factor
Political Risk
Income and Economic Structure

Economic Growth Prospects
Fiscal Flexibility

Variables
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Government Debt Burden

•
•
•

Offshore and contingent liabilities

•

Monetary Flexibility
External Liquidity

•
•
•
•
•

External Debt Burden

•

N/A
GDP Per Capita
GNI Per Capita
Long-term unemployment
Consumer Price Inflation
Government spending to GDP
Projected GDP Growth
Population Growth
Budget deficit to Government
Revenues
Central Government Debt to GDP
Central Government Debt per capita
Central Government Debt to
Income per capita
Compensation of employees to
expenses
N/A
Debt Service Payments to Tax
Revenue
Debt service to GDP
Debt service per capita
Debt service per capita to Income
per capita
See General Government Debt
Burden variables

Income and Economic Structure Variables:


GDP Per Capita: As a measure of income and economic structure, GDP per
capita is able to capture both the wealth of the nation with respect to its size and
the development of its economy, as the higher the GDP per capita the further

developed the economy of the sovereign would be. This variable is expected to
have a negative correlation with the credit rating.10


GNI Per Capita: This measure represents a direct measure of the sovereign’s
income with respect to its size. As such, this variable captures a measure of
income, economic structure, and the ability of the state to repay its obligations as
a state with higher GNI per capita is able to take on more debt because it can
extract more in revenue from a people with a higher income. This variable is
expected to have a negative correlation with the credit rating.



Long-term Unemployment: This measure primarily is a proxy for a country’s
economic structure as higher long-term unemployment would represent an
underdeveloped economy that cannot sufficiently employ its people. This
variable is expected to have a positive correlation with the credit rating.



Consumer Price Inflation: Inflation represents a measure of a country’s economic
stability and the strength of its economic system. Higher inflation would be
associated most with less stable countries that have weaker economic institutions
(based on their lack of ability to curb higher inflation.) As such, this variable is
expected to have a positive correlation with the credit rating



Government Spending to GDP: Government spending, as a percentage of GDP,
represents the government’s involvement in the economy. The largest this
involvement is, the more GDP growth is determined by the state’s spending and
not by the productivity of its citizens. As a result, the higher this percentage is,
the less growth is expected in a given state. This should cause the credit rating to
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worsen and, as such, government spending to GDP is expected to be positively
correlated with credit ratings.
Economic Growth Prospects Variables:


Projected GDP Growth: One of the best measures of a country’s growth
prospects is its expected GDP Growth in the coming years. While there are
obvious qualitative measures that go into determining a countries future growth
prospects, expected GDP Growth is an adequate measure, as a country with larger
expected GDP growth is, all things equal, more likely to grow its economy in the
future. This variable is expected to be negatively correlated with the credit rating.



Population Growth: Understanding whether or not a country’s population will
grow provides some insight into what that countries growth prospects look like in
the future. However, it is not clear how this variable should be correlated with
credit ratings. An increase in the population contributes to an increase in the
productive working age population in the future, which should raise the prospects
of the country (and by extension, its credit rating.) However, in underdeveloped
countries, increased populations mean more people drawing on smaller pools of
resources as there are no productive opportunities for these individuals. With
every extra mouth to feed comes another pair of hands to be put to productive use.
This essential conundrum results in this variables direction being ambiguous.

Fiscal Flexibility Variables:


Budget Deficit to Government Revenue: Fiscal flexibility is a measure of a
government’s ability to change its fiscal policy (on either the revenue or expense
side) in order to promote sustainable economic growth. As such, high deficits

relative to the revenue taken in by the central government generally reflect two
things. First, increasing revenue to make up for the shortfall will be increasingly
difficult the higher the ratio and could impact future economic growth. Second,
cutting the expense side of the budget will limit the government’s spending in the
future, which could also negatively impact growth. Further, large deficits,
especially relative to revenue, turn into central government debt that will, in the
future, take more and more revenue to support (in the form of interest payments).
Therefore, this variable is expected to be negatively correlated.11
General Government Debt Burden Variables:


Central Government Debt to GDP/Central Government Debt per capita/Central
Government Debt to Income per capita: All three of these measures represent
different approaches to measure the amount of debt each sovereign currently has
on its balance sheet. Obviously, due to the difference size of a country’s
economy, these all need to be relative measures of debt. Just as with corporates,
the larger the government debt burden the more likely the sovereign is to default
on the debt. As such, these variables are expected to be positively correlated with
credit ratings.

Off shore and contingent Variables:


Compensation of Employees to Expenses: Compensation of Employees includes
two aspects of public financing. First, the actual year-to-year salary for
government employees. Second, the year-to-year budgetary costs of the nation’s
pension programs (which is why this variable is listed under off-balance sheet
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making the regression coefficient and the correlation negative.

obligations.) The year-to-year costs of pension programs serves as a proxy for the
total liability the pension represents. Secondly, these figures are also a good
proxy for non-discretionary spending that would be difficult to trim from the
budget. As such, the higher this proportion is, the more a country spends on
programs that will be difficult to eliminate (or, at least would be politically
difficult.) With this in mind, this variable is expected to be positively correlated
with credit ratings.

External Liquidity Variables:


Debt Service Payments to Tax Revenues/Debt Service Payments to GDP/Debt
Service Payments per capita/Debt Service Payments to per capita income:
Another consequence of debt is the fact that debt service eats up a portion of tax
revenues. As these ratios increase, a country either must decrease government
spending, raise revenues to keep government spending constant while continuing
to service debt, or increase the amount of debt the country issues. All three will,
ultimately, have negative repercussions on the nation’s economic growth
prospects. As a result, these variables should be positively correlated with credit
ratings.

In order to test the impact these variables have on sovereign credit ratings, two types of
regression analysis were performed. The first performed was an Ordinary Least Squared (OLS)
regression following the tradition of Cantor and Parker (1996) and Sutton (2005). Our model
takes on the following form:

Sovereign Rating (AAA = 1, AA = 2,….C- = 23) = α + β1(GDP per capita) + β2(GNI per capita) +
β3(Long term unemployment) + … β15(Debt service per capita to Income per capita) + ε

The OLS regression model coefficients will be used to extrapolate the stand alone state
credit ratings. However, the most appropriate model to use when dealing with a dependent
variable that is ordered and nominal in nature is a multinomial ordered probit model. This model
produces the probability of a rating falling into one of the categories given the variables
described above. The results of this model provide support for the results in the OLS regression;
however, keeping with previous literature on extrapolating non-rated sovereigns from sovereign
data (Ratha et al.) this paper uses the OLS regression coefficients to determine the modelpredicted ratings of the US states. Using the same model advanced by Gaillard (2006), our
dependent variable, Y, (S&P Sovereign Credit Ratings) is represented by a linear function
containing the set of explanatory variables, X, with a parameter vector of β and a random error
term ε such that: Y = βx + ε. Y is recorded in the following arrangement:
y = AAA
y = AA+
…
y = C-

if Y ≤ µ1
if µ1 < Y ≤ µ2
if µ22 < Y ≤ µ23

Given that the normal distribution’s cumulative function is denoted by φ, we obtain the
following:
P(y = AAA = 1) = φ(µ1 + βx)
P(y = AA+ = 2) = φ(µ2 + βx) - φ(µ1 + βx)
P(y = AA = 3) = φ(µ3 + βx) - φ(µ2 + βx) - φ(µ1 + βx)
…
P(y = C+ = 23) = 1 - φ(µ23 + βx)

3. Data – Sovereign Credit Ratings Model
As in previous studies of sovereign credit ratings, cross-sectional time series data is used
in both of the regressions. The data consists of all countries for which any S&P sovereign rating
is available from 1993 to 2009. Because ratings fluctuate from year to year, the sovereign credit
rating at the end of the year (on December 31st of that year) is recorded as the rating for that year.
That is, if a country started out 1999 with a AA rating and was downgraded to AA- in September
and further downgrade to A+ in November, the rating for that country in 1999 is represented by
the numerical equivalent of an A+ rating. This data is available for 115 countries with ratings
ranging from AAA to C which includes 1484 observation.12
The independent variables, with the exception of the GDP growth prospects and
population growth prospects, represent the values for those variables in the year preceding the
rating (that is, for the hypothetical country discussed, 1998 data.) The data is lagged in this way
due to the nature of incoming macroeconomic data. The assumption in this model, with the way
the data is lagged, is that credit rating agencies (and the broader market interested in purchasing
sovereign debt) looking to rate a country in 1999 use 1998 data due to the fact that 1999 data
does not yet exist. While it is possible to extrapolate some hypothetical values for the 1999 data
from the 1998 data, our assumption stands that, since they cannot view the real data, it is
inappropriate to use those values for that year. However, when the regression is re-run without
this lag, there is little difference in the results produced.
All of the independent variables come from the World Bank’s World Development
indicators with the exception of the projected GDP growth which comes from the April edition
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of the IMF’s World Economic Outlook reports.13 Due to the number of variables in the model
discussed above and the variability in available data on countries from the World Bank and the
IMF, the final regression model contains 250 observations from the period 1993 to 2009.14

4. Results – Sovereign Credit Ratings Model
Results from both models (OLS and multinomial ordered probit) along with the expected
direction of the coefficient can be found in Table 3.
The results of the two regression models produce similar findings. In each the
independent variables GNI per capita, long-term unemployment, consumer price inflation,
budget deficit to government revenues, central government debt per capita, and compensation of
employees are found to be statistically significant at the 0.05 level and in the expected direction
as discussed above. When controlling for the ordered and nominal nature of the dependent
variable, the pseudo-R-squared does decreases; nevertheless, the results in the multinomial
ordered probit analysis are consistent with what is found in the OLS regression. Further, given
that the OLS regression accounts for close to three-fourths of the variation in the data and the
statistical significance of several of the independent variables, it can be concluded that the model
is robust and, more importantly, can be appropriately applied to the US states.

13
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In applying the OLS Regression model to the US States, a few assumptions must be made. First,
it is assumed that the model is robust and is predictive. Based on the results of both the OLS
regression and the multinomial ordered probit analysis, this assumption seems reasonable.
Second, for the purpose of this analysis, the assumption must be made that the stand alone US
states’ credit ratings follow this general pattern. In looking at how S&P determines credit ratings
for the US states, they look at five factors presented in Table 4.

Table 4: S&P US State Ratings Framework15
Risk Factor
Government framework
Financial management

Economy
Budgetary performance

Debt and liability profile

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Examples
Fiscal policy framework
System support
Budget management
Appropriate economic estimates
and forecasts
Liquidity profile
Wealth and income
Economic development prospects
Tax and revenue structure
Budget reserves
Budget management
Debt burden
Pension liabilities

The framework that S&P uses to rate US states does not differ much from that used for its
sovereign ratings framework. Where it does differ, it does not include variables that would
generally be considered in the ‘political risk’ and ‘monetary flexibility’ section of the sovereign
ratings framework. Due to the nature of the US states, these variables were excluded from the
independent variables chosen; therefore, the model above contains variables that would also be
used in rating a US state. Second, US states are large governmental entities that have the power
to issue debt that is only backed by the faith and credit of that state’s government (in addition to
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their ability to tax.)16 California, by example, would be the eighth largest economy in the world
if it were a sovereign nation.17 Further, while there is sizable variability between the economic
size of each US state, even Vermont, which according the US Bureau of Economic Analysis has
the smallest GSP at roughly $25 billion, would still make the top 100 list in terms of size of its
economy if it were a sovereign nation. Lastly, US states provide a variety of services to their
citizens including health care, education, and public safety. In several other sovereign
governments included in the initial model, these public goods are provided by the central
government.
While the US states do receive transfer payments from the federal government, almost
half of US state revenues come from local state taxes (and most intergovernmental transfers are
for selected services, namely Medicaid and Medicare.)18 Further, as federal politicians
concentrate on deficit reduction, the states will come to rely more heavily on local revenues,
which will create circumstances that are even more sovereign-like than the present situation.
With the previously stated assumptions given, the coefficients produced by the OLS
regression are multiplied by the independent variable for each of the fifty US states. The data for
the US states is from one year prior (2009) and comes from two sources: the US Census bureau
and the US Bureau of Economic Analysis. Once each variable is multiplied by the appropriate
coefficient, those values are summed on an individual state basis to produce a numeric value
serving as a proxy for stand alone credit quality or the stand alone credit rating. In order to
transform these numeric values (Ŷ) into credit ratings, the following procedure is utilized:
16
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Rating = AAA;

if Ŷ ≤ 1

Rating = AA+;

if 1 ≤ Ŷ ≤ 2

Rating = AA;

if 2 ≤ Ŷ ≤ 3

…
Using this transformation process, each state’s stand alone credit rating, with the
exception of California, is lower than currently rated by S&P. Table 5 contains the list of states
with their stand alone credit rating, as predicted by the model, and the ‘real’ credit rating that
S&P currently has them rated at.

Three states, Connecticut, Delaware, and Illinois, drop to BBB+ status while the rest of
the states, though they all are notched down (California excluded), remain in at least the single-A
range. In terms of expectations, as set by the press, some of the results are not surprising at all
while others are somewhat puzzling. It comes as no shock that Connecticut and Illinois’ stand
alone credit rating should be BBB+ (some may argue it should be lower.) However, unlike
Connecticut and Illinois, which represent the epitome of poor fiscal management, at least in the
financial press, Delaware is hardly spoken about. Further, the largest ‘jumps’ in notches tend to
occur for states that are very highly rated (AAA or AA+) while states that are relatively lowrated (e.g. California) are only notched down slightly. This observation points out that S&P
could be more concerned with or pays more attention to large states (e.g. California, Illinois,
Connecticut, New Jersey, etc…) which means they will face more scrutiny and their ‘real’
ratings should be more aligned with their predicted stand alone ratings. Second, S&P could also
be pricing in the implied federal guarantee of US State debt, and, as such, small states with
relatively smaller debt (in real terms) are more likely to be bailed out than a larger state.
Nonetheless, the predicted stand alone ratings produced by the model make it clear that US states
are, indeed, over-rated and, in all likelihood, receiving a credit subsidy, in the form of lower
yields and coupons, from the federal government. We turn now to pricing that subsidy.

5. Models of Credit Subsidies
In the previous literature on the topic of valuing credit subsidies, there are four suggested
methodologies for valuing a credit subsidy. The treasury-rate method, the market-rate method,

the options-pricing method, and the Ohlin formula have all been used in the past19. This section
reviews the methodology of each.
The treasury-rate approach is the method recognized by the Federal Credit Reform Act
(FCRA) of 1990. Prior to the FCRA, the federal government priced credit subsidies by the cash
inflows and outflows experienced in any given fiscal year. The method adopted in 1990 and still
used at the time of this writing transforms how the federal government accounts for the subsidies
from a cash basis into an accrual basis. This method is primarily used to price the value of
subsidies explicitly given by the US Federal Government into the fiscal year budget of the
government. For example, this was the method used in valuing the credit subsidy given to
airlines in the wake of September 11th as a result of the Air Transportation Safety and System
Stabilization Act. The method calculates the value of the subsidy using the following formula:
S = LGD * PD * PV
Where:
S = the value of the subsidy
LGD = Loss given default
PD = Probability of default
PV = Present Value of the Loan
The FCRA method discounts future cash flows at treasury rates whereas risky cash flows should
be discounted at a rate that reflects their riskiness (namely, the market rate.)20 Despite the
simplicity of this model, there are several major flaws that cause the federal government to
underestimate the amount of credit risk it is taking on when guaranteeing debt. First, given that
future cash flows are being discounted at the risk-free rate, the probability of default should
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20
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their yields at the time of issue as opposed to the treasury rates.

represent the risk-neutral probability of default, not the historical probability of default.
However, because of available data, only the historical probability of default is available and,
subsequently, used. Secondly, estimating the probability of default and the loss given default is
not a trivial task. Determining both of those values does not arise easily and changes overtime.
These inconsistencies aside, the federal government currently and in the foreseeable future will
use this method to price the value of its explicit subsidies. As such, this method should be
employed as a first order measure to price the value of the implied federal subsidy.
In order to account for the fact that the treasury-rate method does not take into account
the inherent riskiness in the future cash flows, the market-rate method is also applied. The
market-rate method looks at what the value of the bond would have been if the subsidy were not
taken into account. This is done by using the stand alone credit ratings, as described above. In
order to determine the price of the subsidy, the present value of the general obligation bond is
found under the ‘real’ rates (that is, the present value under market conditions.) Then, a new
yield is used, reflecting the predicted stand alone riskiness of the credit (as determined by the
predicted credit rating) to discount the future expected cash flows to determine what the actual
value of the bond should be. Because, in most cases, the predicted yield will be higher than the
‘real’ yield, the true bond price should be lower than the actual present value of the bond. As a
result, the difference between what the predicted price and the ‘true’ price represents the subsidy
given to the state. Simply put, if the state had issued the same bond but the market did not give it
more favorable terms because of the implied federal guarantee, than the state would have
collected (at t = 0) less cash from the issuance. The difference, in cash it did receive and cash it
would have received without the implied guarantee, represents the value of the subsidy.

As an example, let’s suppose that, with the implied federal guarantee, a state’s spread
over the treasury rate is 200bps whereas it would have been 500bps without the federal
guarantee. Let’s further suppose that the treasury rate is 100bps. If a state were to issue a 5 year
bond with a 3% coupon and $100 principal, the present value of that bond, with the implied
federal guarantee, would be $100. However, if the state issued a similar bond, but there existed
no implied federal guarantee, than the bond would only have a present value of $91.48.21 As
such, the subsidy is worth $8.52.
The options pricing model differs from the market-rate model in that it views the loan
guarantee as an option on the assets of the entity receiving the guarantee. Just as equity is a put
option against the assets of a corporation, a credit guarantee can be viewed using the same
principle (assuming the corporation has no equity.) Let’s suppose that a company has $100 of
assets and $80 of loans to be repaid in 1 year, which the government has guaranteed. Further
assume that the value of the assets will fluctuate such that so long as the value of the assets is
greater or equal to $80, the government does not incur any expense (that is, the guarantee is not
exercised); however, should the value of the assets fall below $80, the federal government will
owe the debt holder $80 minus the value of the assets.
In this example, the government, essentially, owns a put option against the value of the
assets with a strike price at the value of the loans ($80.) The ‘payoffs’ of the put are represented
by Chart 1.
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The present value of the bond payments is calculated by deriving the value of the annuity of semi-annual coupon
payments and adding the present value of the principal paid at the time of maturity

Given the structure of the cash flows and the optionality inherent in them, the value of
this structure can be priced using a variety of methods. The CBO uses a discrete binomial model
while a continuous model of options pricing, either using Black-Scholes (1973) or Merton
(1973), would also provide a value to the government subsidy. However, in either case, the
value of the company’s assets must be easy to ascertain. Should the company have equity, the
market’s value of the assets of the firm can be tracked on a daily basis. Even if the company
does not have equity, the value of the assets (though not on nearly as dynamic a basis) can be
valued as well. For states, however, the true value of their assets lies in their ability to tax now
and in the future. Valuing this asset, the greatest asset any sovereign generally has, is a nontrivial task that is not the subject of this paper. Therefore, because of the limitations available in
modern finance theory to accurately value the assets of a state or a sovereign, this method is not
used to price the value of the subsidy given to US States.22
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We note Gapen, Michael et al. attempt to price sovereign assets in their working paper published through the IMF
entitled, “Measuring and Analyzing Sovereign Risk with Contingent Claims”; however, this model is based off of
the distinctions between foreign and local currency denominated debt. Such a feature does not exist in state debt
and, as such, this model has little applicability to state finances (or finances of sovereigns without foreign currency
denominated debt.)

Lastly, the OECD requires member states to use the Ohlin formula to price their
agricultural subsidies. As a result, this method has been used to price subsidies in trade disputes
heard by the World Trade Organization. Despite its heavy use in such cases, the original
derivation of the formula is not cited by any papers the author found. However, despite the fact
that the formula’s original derivation seems lost, the principles of the formula are easy to come
by and, once more, the formula is a popular method of arriving at subsidy values as used by the
OECD. As such, it should provide yet another estimate on what the true value of the federal
implied guarantee on US state debt is. The Ohlin formula derives the subsidy rate as follows23:

Where:
R = Subsidy Rate
T = Term of loan
G = Grace period = 0
D = Down payment = 0
g = annual subsidized interest rate
r = annual discount rate (rate without subsidy)
a = payments per year
f = fee rate = 0
The grace period (G), down payment (D), and fee rate (f) all take on the value of zero in this use
of the model because the states still service their debt (that is, there is no grace period when they
do not have to service their debt), they do not make any down payment on the debt prior to
23

“An Analysis of Officially Supported Export Credits in Agriculture” as published by the OECD. <
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/48/45/1911035.pdf>

servicing it, and there is no fee paid to the federal government for the implied guarantee. As
such, the re-derived formula, with those values set equal to zero, is a follows:

6. Data – Value of Subsidy
In order to value the subsidy each state receives, a number of different data sets need to
be collected. We report on each here.
The first set of data required for each method is the number of bonds issued by each state
from 2007 to 2010, the date each was issued, the maturity date, the coupon value, and the yield at
the time of issue. This data is obtained via Bloomberg. Using its municipal bond search
function, we search for bonds by issuer (where each issuer specified is one of the fifty US states.)
To further narrow our search, we search only for general obligation bonds (of any type) issued
from January 1, 2010 to the present. This data results in over 9,200 bonds and CUSIP numbers
produced by Bloomberg.
Next, for method one, an appropriate historical probability of default and loss given
default needs to be estimated. For the loss given default, 25% is used as the standard. For the
probability of default, however, the average of S&P’s historical default by rating is used (see
Table 6.) The predicted rating of each state is used to calculate its probability of default.

For the market-rate method and Ohlin formula, the predicted stand alone market rate
(yield) for each state needs to be computed. Typically, for corporate bonds, the Capital Asset
Pricing Model (CAPM) would be used to determine the appropriate rate by which the risky cash
flows should be discounted by. However, given that states do not issue equity that can be
correlated with the market (beta), the CAPM fails to derive the stand alone market rate in this
case. However, in order to arrive at an approximation of the stand alone yield, the average yield
among similarly rated companies is used as a proxy. These values are derived from Barclay’s
Capital (formerly Lehman Brothers) Aggregate Bond Index for intermediate and long term
maturity AAA-, AA-, A-, and BBB-rated corporate debt. The index commutes the average yield
on a daily basis and, as such, the market-rate model and the Ohlin formula can use the average
corporate yield for the same rating class as the bond being issued on the very day it was issued.
The only remaining problem is the fact that the Barclay’s index reports maturity in terms
of intermediate and long-term. On average, the intermediate term index averages around 5 years.
As such, bonds with a maturity of less than 10 years were priced using the intermediate term
index while bonds with a maturity of 10 years or greater were priced using the long term index.
Using this information, we move on to reporting the results of the subsidy analysis.

7. Results – Value of Subsidy
Results from the previously described analysis are listed in Table 7. Arizona, Colorado,
Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming
do not issue General Obligation Debt; as such, no subsidy is reported for them. Additionally,
given that California did not experience a downgrade based on the model discussed above, no
subsidy is reported. The total subsidy is reported in Table 8. It ranges from $717 million under
the FRCA method to $74 billion under the market-rate method.
In comparison to the over $14 trillion the United States currently has outstanding in debt,
even the $74 billion value of the subsidy is a fractional value. Further, even when compared to
recent federal deficits, the $74 billion subsidy value figure is still relatively small, given that
deficits in the past two years were over $1.2 trillion and $400 billion three years ago.24 Despite
the subsidy’s small value relative to the size of US Federal debt and deficits, it must be
remembered that this value merely represents that value that the United States Federal
Government should be accounting for on its balance sheet. Should states actually fail, this value
will be much higher, but, at this time, given the relative credit risk of each state that the federal
government is subsidizing, this value represents the expected loss to the government from their
implied guarantee program.
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8. Conclusion
This paper sought to determine which states were receiving a subsidy from the federal
government and value that subsidy. To determine which states were receiving a subsidy, we
developed a model for sovereign credit ratings and applied said model to all fifty states. The
results indicate that every state, with the notable exception of California, is receiving a subsidy.
Further, it appears that smaller states, or states that get less press attention regarding the size of
their debt, are usually the most overrated. We posit, but do not attempt to prove, that this may be
a result of S&P being more scrupulous with larger states rather than with smaller states.
The fact that almost every state is overrated based on our model leads us to believe that
S&P is pricing in the value of an implied federal guarantee of state debt when approximating the
credit risk of each state. This fact allowed us to use three methods (FCRA, market-rate, and the
Ohlin formula) to price the value of the subsidy each state is receiving based on this implied
federal guarantee of their debt. The three methods produce a range of total subsidy values across
the United States ranging from $700 million to $74 billion. In the context of US Federal debt
and deficits, this value is relatively small; however, it currently represents the expected loss to
the federal government as a result of its implied guarantee of state debt. If the states’ fiscal
situation continues to deteriorate and their riskiness increases, this value will only increase and,
if it ever were to be realized in the event of a US state default event the value would be much
larger.
Our findings can be seen as a relief to the US federal government – the expected loss due
to the federal government’s implicit guarantee is small relative to its debt burden and, at this
time, the US federal government would, in all likelihood, have little problem raising such money
in the capital markets. However, these findings also serve to alert the federal government and

investors of the value of the guarantee that is currently not being accounted for, in any way, on
the US federal government’s balance sheet.
Additionally, these findings, as they stand now, are partially incomplete. US state
pension plans are at historically underfunded levels. Depending on how these liabilities are
valued, the liability ranges anywhere from $1 to $2 trillion. Given that for all states, these
pension liabilities are at least as senior, if not more senior, to the general obligation debt of the
state, the US federal government is also implicitly guaranteeing them.25
Given the size of US state debt and the potential for possible ‘bailouts’ of US states,
further research on this topic is warranted. Future research may explore improving the sovereign
model, developing a model based solely on subsovereigns and applying it to states, determining
if US states are implicitly guaranteeing municipal debt and adding that implied guarantee to the
federal guarantee as it would flow through the state to the federal government, obtaining a better
proxy for the predicted stand alone yield than the Barclay’s index, or valuing the implicit
guarantee as it relates to state pension plans.
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